
Dear Dragon Families,

I hope this newsletter finds you having a great start to the new year of 2022! It is hard to believe that we are
already entering into the second half of this school year. This is the time of year that we continue working on
this school year’s initiatives while planning for the 2022-2023 school year. 
 
While this school year has continued to have its challenges, I am very proud of the work that we are
accomplishing. Some of those highlights include expanding our social emotional learning and supports at all
levels, offering a robust tutoring program at all levels, continuing to implement STEM labs at each of our
elementary schools, implementation of new elementary furniture, piloting furniture at the secondary level,
implementing interactive flat panels and audio enhancement systems, conducting a district-wide staff book
study, AND doing everything we can to remain in-person. 
 
As we prepare for next school year, please look for information regarding student scheduling. We will soon be
sending out a survey regarding our Dragon Virtual program. There is a lot of bond work to be done this spring
and summer. Blanche Sims Elementary will start being built, Stadium Drive Elementary will begin and finish its
second phase of improvements, and Scripps Middle School will receive a new main office that will also include
the counseling office. All secondary schools will receive new furniture and our middle schools will receive new
interactive flat panels and audio enhancement systems in each classroom. We are excited about all of these
improvements and the enhancement they will bring to our instruction.
 
The Teaching and Learning Department is also looking forward to the strategic planning process and what will
come out of that to further enhance the education and offerings we provide our students.
 
Thank you for your continued support and engagement as we work together in the best interest of all of our
students and community!
 

Sincerely,

Heidi Mercer
Assistant Superintendent of Teaching and Learning
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DATA AND ASSESSMENT
Missy Butki, Data Specialist/Instructional Coach

Common Questions Parents Ask About Benchmark Testing
 

Lake Orion Community Schools uses Fastbridge Learning for all benchmark testing for grades K-8 in both
reading and math. This is not only a requirement from the Michigan Department of Education, but it is also a

useful tool to know where our students are at, helps to set goals and monitor student growth. There are some
common questions parents have regarding these assessments.

What is Fastbridge and what does it measure? FastBridge is the only universal screening, diagnostic
reporting, and progress monitoring tool to measure skills in reading, math and social-emotional behavior.
Fastbridge uses teacher administered assessments along with computer adaptive assessments (CAT). CAT
data gives an accurate measure of broad achievement and a highly reliable prediction of student
performance on high-stakes exams.

What does a benchmark score mean? Benchmarks are points on the test score scale, known as cut scores, that
represent transitions between risk categories. Risk categories (high, some, low) indicate how likely students
with scores in that category will fall below the end of year performance target.

How often will my child take these assessments? Students are required to take these assessments twice a year
(Fall and Spring). It is also recommended that students take these assessments in Winter as well. This helps
teachers and administrators evaluate student growth and who may need support. LOCS gives these
assessments three times a year (fall, winter, spring).

How long are the assessments? Some teacher administered assessments are only 1 minute in length while the
computer adaptive assessments (untimed) generally take about 30 minutes to complete.

How is a Fastbridge benchmark assessment different from “high-stakes” test like M-Step? Unlike standardized
tests, Fastbridge is administered periodically during the school year, and it adjusts to each student’s
performance, rather than asking all students the same questions. High-stakes tests are also often used to
measure grade-level proficiency. Fastbridge is designed to measure student achievement in the moment and
growth over time, regardless of grade level, so it is quite different. Another difference is the timeliness of the
results. While states often return information in the fall after the test is taken, the prior spring, Fastbridge
gives quick feedback to teachers, administrators, students, and families. One similarity is that Fastbridge aligns
to the same standards as the state test, so both measure similar content.

What information can I expect from my child's school? All K-8 parents receive a report in the Fall and in the
Spring of their child's benchmark score and national percentile ranking. These are securely sent through School
Messenger.

How do schools and teachers use Fastbridge scores? Data provided from universal screening helps in the
decision process when determining student growth and how to plan for student needs. Teachers also  use
this score along with several other assessments to decide if an intervention is needed. 

Learn more about Fastbridge Learning

https://www.illuminateed.com/products/fastbridge/universal-screening/


JANUARY:

Lake Orion Community Schools had its annual event to celebrate Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. through a virtual
celebration. We had a webpage with activities and information and a video capturing this year’s theme, “Joy
in Service: Everybody can be great because anybody can serve. ... You only need a heart full of
grace. A soul generated by love.” Our celebration this year was a video highlighting our many acts of
service throughout Lake Orion Community Schools, you can view the video here,
https://youtu.be/UuLPJ0VsjgY. 

We also had a webpage (https://www.lakeorionschools.org/diversity-equity-and-inclusion/mlkday2022) that
offered various educational videos, activities, and information about Dr. King as well as links to a Civil Rights
Virtual Road Trip, song playlists, and many other resources. I hope families were able to engage in the
activities offered. Additionally, each building in the district will host their own special ceremony to award and
honor winners of our annual Dr. King Writing and Art contests.

In January, we also highlight various world religions by providing learning opportunities for students. Here is
a book list which offers various books for children to learn about different religions: Best Books for Kids on
World Religions (pragmaticmom.com)
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DIVERSITY
Michelle Cureton, Diversity and Equity Coordinator

FEBRUARY: 

We will have the honor of highlighting Black History Month throughout Lake Orion Community Schools. All
students will have the opportunity to participate in meaningful activities that will highlight the month. There
will be an opportunity for students to participate in a Saturday field trip to the Charles H. Wright Museum of
African American History (more details to come later). Here is a link for more information about the
museum: https://www.thewright.org/. Here is a book list which offers various books for children to learn
about Black History: https://socialjusticebooks.org/booklists/black-history/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UuLPJ0VsjgY
https://www.lakeorionschools.org/diversity-equity-and-inclusion/mlkday2022
https://www.pragmaticmom.com/2012/05/top-10-world-religon-childrens-books/
https://www.pragmaticmom.com/2012/05/top-10-world-religon-childrens-books/
https://www.thewright.org/
https://socialjusticebooks.org/booklists/black-history/


ELA
Beth Bruce, Kelly Day & Kate DiMeo, Instructional Coaches
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The Bat Series
By Elana Arnold
Grades 2-4

From our bookshelf 
to yours...

The New Girl... and
Me
By Jacqui Robbins

Is a Worry Worrying
You?
By Ferida Wolff and
Harriet May Savitz

Counting By 7s
By Holly Goldberg
Sloan
Middle School

Turtles All the Way
Down
By John Green
Level: high school

Tips to Support
Reluctant Readers

Read everyday -- carve out a dedicated time and
place for reading.#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

#7 Buy books -- research shows that the more books
that are in your home the better reader your child
will be.

Think about book recommendations connected to
TV shows and movies that interest your child.  Ask
a librarian, go to the bookstore, or search the
internet for books that are similar to favorite
movies or TV shows.

Read high interest books.  Read the back of the
book and look for books with relatable characters.
Perhaps they have the same cultural background,
interests, hobbies, etc.

Audiobooks and podcasts are great for kids! You
can listen to an audiobook or podcast together --
the best way to learn is through conversation.

Look for books in a series and authors with
multiple books.

Allow your child to read whatever they want to
read -- graphic novels, magazines, etc.  It is all
reading.

Unteachables
By Gordon Korman
Grades 4-6



ENGLISH LEARNER DEPARTMENT
Carol Burke, EL District Coordinator
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WIDA is an important federally mandated assessment that provides meaningful information
for parents, teachers, and school leaders about the progress our students are making in
learning the English language.

In-person students will take the WIDA during the school day.

Dragon Virtual students will be scheduled to come into school. 

One-on-one testing can be arranged for DV students as needed.

All COVID safety protocols will be followed.

Students can get familiar with the WIDA tests, as well as practice sample questions, by using
the following website: WIDA Practice Link

Practice using a headset with a microphone (if available) can also be extremely helpful.

EL teachers will be familiarizing students with the test and using the headset in school as
well.

Here is  a link to a video with even more information, including how students are identified
as English Learners, sample parent reports, and lots more.

WIDA Testing is Coming / What is WIDA?
 
What is WIDA?

 
What To Expect?

 

How Can My Child Practice?

Where Can I Get Even More Information?

WIDA Parent Video
 

https://wbte.drcedirect.com/WIDA/portals/wida
https://vimeo.com/662966755


MATH DEPARTMENT
Brent Cubitt and Emilie Schiff, Instructional Coaches
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Fractions are the key to mathematics success
What part of math success comes from knowing fractions? More than you might think, according to a new
study that analyzed long-term data on more than 4,000 children from both the United States and the United
Kingdom.

Published in the current issue of the peer-reviewed journal, Psychological Science, the study found that
understanding fractions and division at age 10 predicted algebra and overall math achievement in high
school, even after statistically controlling for a wide range of factors including parents’ education and income,
and children’s age, gender, I.Q., reading comprehension, working memory, and knowledge of whole number
addition, subtraction and multiplication.

“These findings demonstrate an immediate need to improve the teaching and learning of fractions and
division,” said University of Michigan researcher Pamela Davis-Kean, a co-author of the study and director of
the Center for the Analysis of Pathways from Childhood to Adulthood at the U-M Institute for Social
Research. “We suspected that early knowledge in these areas was absolutely crucial to later learning of more
advanced mathematics, but did not have any evidence until now,” said Robert Siegler, a cognitive
psychologist at Carnegie Mellon University.

“The clear message is that we need to improve instruction in long division and fractions, which will require
helping teachers to gain a deeper understanding of the concepts that underlie these mathematical
operations. At present, many teachers lack this understanding. Because mastery of fractions, ratios and
proportions is necessary in a high percentage of contemporary occupations, we need to start making these
improvements now.”

From factory workers to Wall Street bankers, a reasonable proficiency in math is a crucial requirement for
most well-paying jobs in a modern economy. Yet, over the past 30 years, mathematics achievement of U.S.
high school students has remained stagnant—and significantly behind many other countries, including
China, Japan, Finland, the Netherlands and Canada.

"These findings demonstrate an immediate need to improve the teaching and learning of fractions and
division.”

The current study identifies a major source of the gap—U. S. students’ inadequate knowledge of fractions
and division. Although fractions and division are taught in elementary school, even many college students
have poor knowledge of them. “This research is a good demonstration of what collaborations between
psychologists, economists, public policy analysts and education scientists can create,” said Davis-Kean, who is
an associate professor of psychology at the U-M College of Literature, Science and the Arts and an associate
research professor at ISR. “Instead of relying on results from a single study, this study replicates findings
across two national data sets in two different countries, which strengthens our confidence in the results.”

The U-M Center for the Analysis of Pathways from Childhood through Adulthood brings together
researchers from around the world to identify specific factors that influence children’s academic
achievement, social relations, mental health and eventual life success.

https://isr.umich.edu/
https://journals.sagepub.com/toc/pss/0/0
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0956797612440101
https://www.cmu.edu/dietrich/psychology/


The Reality of Burnout and Ways to Address It

Lately, as I grow my mindfulness practice, I have been reading more and more information on how mindfulness
can not only assist in creating a more positive outlook, but possibly prevent burnout in life as well. Due to an
increasing amount of stress, anxiety, and uncertainty, our survival instincts, or primal brain, have been working
overtime. Keeping our nervous system in overdrive, can really take its toll on our overall health and well-being.
Therefore, the following resources have been very helpful for anyone looking to make that mental shift towards
the positive.

 MINDFULNESS
Stephanie Harris, Certified & District Mindfulness Instructor
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First, the book, Burnout, by Emily Nagoski, PhD and Amelia Nagoski, DMA,
describes the important differences between a stressor and the stress response,
which we tend to meld into one thought and/or feeling. When, in actuality, the
stressor can disappear while the stress response can linger for far too long
causing more damage than it needs to. That buildup of stress eventually needs to
be released. This is called, completing the stress cycle. When we are in danger
and we react to the danger by running or fighting (fight/flight response), we
metabolize the stress by running or fighting. What we are finding today, is that our
stressors or “life” constantly flow through our lives like an electrical current with
no outlet; thus, causing ongoing feelings of dis-ease, and sometimes, after a while,
we don’t even know why!

Along with the book, Burnout, geared mainly to women, the book, The Positive Shift,
by Catherine A. Sanderson, PhD, offers several resources helping us to complete this
stress cycle, creating more positivity and ease in our day to day. Obvious strategies
like, getting good sleep, avoiding comparisons, and building strong relationships are
included. However, the ones that intrigued me most were the not so obvious.
Sanderson mentions taking steps to discover where your attitude meter leans. In her
words, “Are you an Eeyore or a Tigger?”. Taking some time to see what your natural
tendencies are, can help to determine what steps are next. Genetics really do play a
role in baseline happiness. I also found the suggestion of reframing your thinking to
be extremely helpful. Something simple like reframing, “I have to” into “I get to” can
make a big difference in attitude moving forward. There was an exercise in the book
that asked the reader to list several negative situations and see where and how they
could be re-framed into a more positive light, and at the very least, I found the
exercise allowed me to better understand the feelings wrapped around the situation
and that I do have a choice in how I manage them.

Stress in life is inevitable, and burnout is real. It is critical, now more than ever, that we address the reality of our
times and the toll it is taking on our mental and physical well-being. Take the time to do an inventory on how
you feel mentally. If nothing stands out, tune into the body. How do you feel physically? The body always knows.
Then, find ways to complete the stress cycle. Take a run, connect with friends, read a book, go quiet. Taking care
of ourselves is no longer a luxury, it is imperative. Be well friends.

More information and resources can be found here: 
Mindfulness - Lake Orion Community Schools (lakeorionschools.org)
Follow me on Twitter: @LOmindfulness

https://www.lakeorionschools.org/resources/mindfulness


SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
Andrea Brook, Jamie Kimber, Pam Moreman, Allison Webb, Instructional Coaches
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ANALYZING AND INTERPRETING DATA
 

As students progress through the K-12 years, they engage in science practices that help them understand
how scientific knowledge develops. One practice students use at every level is Analyzing and Interpreting
Data. In the elementary years, students focus on collecting, recording, and sharing observations early on and
then begin to explore quantitative approaches to collecting data.  The middle years have students extend
quantitative analysis to investigations, begin to distinguish between correlation and causation, and start to
use basic statistical techniques of data and error analysis. In high school, students begin to use more
detailed statistical analysis, compare data sets for consistency, and use models to generate and analyze
data.

You can have data talks with your children at home. You do not need to be an expert on the subject. You can
dig into the data together. Looking at data helps students stay curious, encourages asking questions, and
helps them to understand and interpret the data that is around them.  Try it out below with the provided
infographic.



SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
Andrea Brook, Jamie Kimber, Pam Moreman, Allison Webb, Instructional Coaches
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ANALYZING AND INTERPRETING DATA CONTINUED
 

Consider the following infographic:

The New York Times, in association with the American Statistical Association, ASA – shares weekly graphs
that are also great sources for data talks. For more information go to What’s Going on in this Graph.

References
Data Science - youcubed

https://www.amstat.org/
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/10/15/learning/whats-going-on-in-this-graph-oct-21-2020.html
https://www.youcubed.org/resource/data-literacy/
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There are some easy tips
and tricks to ensure that
students get the most run

time out of their iPad
battery.

 
 
 

To adjust screen
brightness, swipe up to
open the Control Center
and use the slider on the
right to lower your screen
brightness. You can also
go to Settings > Display &
Brightness to adjust the
brightness. Also on this

settings page is a toggle
switch for Auto-Brightness.

Turn it on. 
 
 
 
 

Settings>General>
Background App Refresh. 
You can turn this feature
off completely, or you can

choose which apps you
would like to be able to

refresh in the background. 
 
 
 
 
 

 Settings>Bluetooth
Bluetooth makes the iPad
use additional power, so

turn it off when it’s not
being used.

    Phishing is an attempt to steal your personal

information through manipulation. Individuals or groups

will pretend to be someone else or represent an

organization they are not affiliated with. 

     These scams can happen through email, SMS text

messages, social media, and phone calls. The best way

to avoid falling for one of these scams is not replying to

emails addresses that you do not recognize or from a

phone number that looks suspicious.

    If you keep getting emails or phone calls from these

scammers, you can block their emails, stop their number

in your phone, or call your phone company to report the

number. Here are a few signs that should make you

suspicious: getting an email from an odd email address,

having multiple recipients of the same email/message,

direct requests for personal information, multiple

typos/errors throughout the text, and strange

attachments

Craig Schoon, Instructional Technology

Extend iPad
Battery Life

Tip #2: Limit Background
App Refresh

 

Tip #1: Lower 

the Screen Brightness

Tip #3: Turn Off Bluetooth

 When Not Being Used

Don't Fall for Phising

Check out this phishing resource

LOCS Technology Services

The Lake Orion Community Schools

Technology Services webpage has lots of

resources for families. Check it out!

technology resources,
suggested parental controls 

technology policies

https://www.webwise.ie/parents/phishing-advice-for-parents/
https://www.lakeorionschools.org/departments/technology-services

